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The sophisticated product of Mitel's almost three decades as a lead· 

ing innovator in real-time voice communications, the SX-200� LIGHT PBX 

telephone system answers the dynamic needs of large-scale enterprises today 

with rich modular functionality, unlimited scalability, centralized management, and 

networking capabilities all second to none. It supports open industry standards, 

allowing it to integrate converged voice and data applications and emerging tech

nologies. Mite/ Superset•• 4000 telephone sets and consoles are the benchmark 

for advanced, user-friendly access to system capabilities at the desktop. 

Dependability! The SX-2000 LIGHT is protected by Mite/'s industry-leading extended five-year warranty and software assurance 

programs. And as for the future, the SX-2000 LIGHT will migrate to Mitel's IP platform with minimal effort and maximum 

investment protection. All of which makes the Mite/ 

® G) © INTELLIGENT EVOLUTION SX-2000 LIGHT the enterprise communications 

solution for a changing world. 

Intelligent Evolution, 
lnvP� Pnt P� 

• 

() Providing Mitel clients with a smooth, cost-effective migration 

path forward to our latest hardware and software releases has always been a guiding principle at Mitel. We've never believed in asking 

customers to forklift their existing Mitel systems in order to take advantage of our latest innovations. That principle applies to the 

SX-2000 LIGHT as well. First, the system comes with Mitel's leading five-year hardware warranty. And second, it is covered by our innova

tive IP Investment Protection Plan. Under the Plan, any customer operating a SX-2000 LIGHT with the LIGHTWARE® 30 software that 

chooses to migrate to Mitel's next generation IP telephony platform will be able to do so while preserving up to 90% of their investment. 

The Mite/ Superset 4000 Series 
of business telephones defines new standards for ease 

of use, ergonomics, and desktop appeal. From single

line digital telephones for the plant floor to sophisticated 

sets for power users and call center agents, the Mitel Superset 4000 series telephones respond to all 

of your user needs while maximizing your investment in Mitel business telephone systems. 

Mitel attendant consoles support powerful call handling, property management and report 

generation and can be the primary interface for business. 
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ADVANCED, FEATURE-RICH COMMUNICATIONS 

The SX-2000® LIGHT platfonn and powerful Mitel LIGHlWARE® software 

combine to support mission-critical enterprise communications with 

the advanced capabilities today's large-scale enterprises demand. 

AUTOMATED ATIENDANT 

The SX-2000 LIGHT provides full automated attendant capabilities 

for call handling without the need for human intervention. The 

SX-2000 LIGHT supports both traditional touch tone-based auto 

attendant and the speech recognition-based Mite! lmpresa•M 

Speak@Ease Attendant. 

VOICE MAIL INTEGRATION 

The SX-2000 LIGHT tightly integrates with Mitel messaging solutions 

to provide integrated enterprise voice and fax messaging (Mite! 

NuPoint Messenger'M) and true unified messaging (Mitel OnePoint 

Messenger'�. The system also integrates with 3rd party voice 

mail solutions. 

AUTOMATIC (ALL DISTRIBUTION (ACD) 
The SX-2000 LIGHT system's ACD 2000 Software application 

provides ACD functionality for customer interaction and help desk 

applications, including priority answering, time and predictive over

flow, and ACD real-time event monitoring and recording. 

INTEGRATED SMDR TRACKING 

Integrated Station Message Detail Recording (SMDR) supports the 

SX-2000 LIGHT system's usage tracking and reporting. 

FLEXIBLE, FIBER-DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE 

The Mite! SX-2000 LIGHT system's fiber-distributed architecture links 

peripheral application and network access nodes by linking easily 

installed, low cost, high-speed fiber optic cable. This inherently 

flexible architecture makes integrating new users, workgroups, facili

ties, and services a simple matter of adding the appropriate nodes. 

As a result, the SX-2000 LIGHT can be configured and expanded in a 

rational, modular way to meet the growing communications needs 

and physical layout of any large-scale enterprise, whether single site, 

campus, or multiple sites up to 8.7 miles (14 kilometers) apart. 

ADVANCED NETWORKING 

For enterprises with thousands of users and/or multiple locations, 

an unlimited number of SX-2000 LIGHT control nodes can be linked 

via Tt or private network applications to provide added capacity 

and/or a seamless network across town, the country or around the 

globe. XNet, or switched MSDN/DPNSS networking, provides a 

powerful, feature-rich transparent private network. It allows 

customers to establish a private network without the requirement for 

costly point-to-point Tt connections. In addition, the SX-2000 LIGHT 

system's support of the Q.SIG networking protocol means it can 

connect with non-Mitel systems to form a virtual private 

© 0 © INVESTMENT PROTECTION 

network. This is especially attractive when different 

vendors' systems have to be integrated following a 

corporate merger or acquisition. Network connectivity 

options include MSDN, MSAN, AAN, Q.SIG, and XNet. 

E-911 SUPPORT 

The SX-2000 provides Emergency service support, allowing for quick 

identification of the originating location/extension of SX-2000 LIGHT 

users calling 911. 

INTEGRATED TELEPHONE DIRECTORY 

This system feature supports rapid internal/network dialing and 

extension locating. 

CTI-READY 

A popular choice for customer interaction centers, the SX-2000 LIGHT 

supports a wide range of Mite! and 3rd party computer telephony 

applications. 

TI-INTERFACE 

Support for Tt allows the SX-2000 LIGHT to provide wide area 

networking while reducing trunking costs. 

DATA CONNECTIVITY 

The SX-2000 LIGHT supports converged voice and data transmission 

over the same service, saving infrastructure costs. 

(ALL IDENTIFICATION 

The SX-2000 LIGHT supports ANI and DNIS to allow individual users 

to identify and prioritize incoming calls. CLASS support provides 

calling name and number on analog display sets and devices. 

A CENTRALLY-MANAGED SOLUTION 

The SX-2000 LIGHT system can be centrally managed and main

tained from a single PC or terminal. SX-2000 LIGHT supports the 

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and provides SNMP 

Agent Support, allowing SX-2000 LIGHT system alarms to be man

aged via SN MP-compatible Network Management Systems. For opti

mal system management, Mite! OPS Manager™ for Windows NT® 

integrates directly with the SX-2000 LIGHT. This Windows-based 

management solution automates routine tasks, supports the 

Lightweight Directory Application Protocol (LDAP), performs moves, 

adds or changes easily and efficiently, and allows managers to 

administer and maintain the SX-2000 LIGHT system from any work

station on their LAN or WAN. 
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We're doing things with V01Ce As leading innovators in real-time 

too exciting for words 
enterprise voice communications 

for almost three decades, we at 

Mitel Corporation view voice as the most natural human interface and the most important strategic 

business communications tool. Our next generation IP telephony portfolio, intelligent messaging 

systems, remote access products, call center solutions, and natural speech recognition technologies 

are all geared toward delivering tangible business advantage by combining innovation, 

performance, and reliability. 

@MITEL0 
Simply Communicating 

MITH CORPORATION 
350 Legget Drive 
Kanata, Ontario 
K2K 2W7 Canada 
(613) 592-2122 

MITH INC. 
205 Van Buren Street 
Suite 400 
Herndon, VA 
20170-5336 USA 
(703) 318-7020 

Trust your voice to Mitel. 

You '11 like what you hear. 

MITEL TELECOM lro. 
Mitel Business Park 
Portskewett, Caldicot 
NP26 5YR UK 
Sales: 0870 9093030 
General: 0870 9092020 
Int: +44 (o) 1291 430 ooo 

www.mitel.com 
1-800-648-3579 

6:\ CD· � Under the IP Protection Plan, if you are operating Mitel SX-2000 or SX.·200 svstems running the latest software releases, you wm be able to up1rade to M1tel's next generation IP PBX 
V • \::::;; platform while migrating up to 90%• of your syStem. 

·Th� ·1p Investment Pro�ection Plan• and the up to ?<>44 migration promise refers to the ability to mig�ate the eli&ible aspects of the system at tt'le time of upgrade to Mitel's planned IP PBX platform. 
Available upon rqistrauon and in accordance with •ts terms and conditions. Not all configurations will achlwe 90% migration. 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED TO YOU FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. The information fumished In this document, beliwed bv Mitel to be accurate as of the date of its publication, Is subject to change 
�·:���
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��sumes no responsibility for any errors or omissions in this document and shall have no obligation to you as a result of having made this document available to you or based upon the 

M MITEL (design}, UGHTWARE and SX-2000 are registered trademarks and Superset. lmpresa, NuPoint Messenger, OnePolnt Messenger, and Mitel Ops Manacer are tradema� of Mltel Corporallon. Windows NT is 
a registered trademaric of Microsoft Corporation. 

()Copyright 2000, Mitel Corporation. AU Rights Reserved. GD3195 Printed in Canada. M0-2246-NA·Ot, Issue 6 
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